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EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’S
STATEMENT
David Green

To say 2020 has been a challenging year would be an
understatement. Last January, we rang in the New Year
just as always, with new resolutions and bold dreams of
what we hoped to accomplish in the months ahead, most
all of us unaware of how an unfolding global pandemic
was about to change everything.
TBARTA’s work was also impacted by
the COVID-19 crisis, but I am proud to
report we adjusted, persevered, and
continued to advance our mission to
bring world-class regional transit to
Tampa Bay. Our work in 2019 to add
new staff, improve our finances, and
focus our purpose, fortified TBARTA
for the pandemic’s challenges. With
our staff working remotely for much
of the year, and our Board adjusting to
virtual meetings, we advanced existing
programs, launched new projects, and
explored exciting technologies. That is why the theme of
this year’s 2020 Annual Report, “The Path to Progress,”
holds true.

Our work did not stop there. Our PD&E Study on Regional
Rapid Transit, TBARTAs’ bus rapid transit project along
I-275, continued to make progress on route alternatives,
station locations, and station designs. We furthered our
mission as directed in a $1 million appropriation from
the Florida Legislature by completing our Innovative
Transit Technology Feasibility Study, in which we
examined the potential benefits of air
taxis, aerial gondolas, and Hyperloop. Our
commuter services department, Commute
Tampa Bay, unveiled a new program to
incentivize participation in alternative
commute options, then adjusted services
as necessary to keep commuters safe
when the COVID-19 emergency hit. In
December, we launched a new regional
transportation service, TD Tampa Bay.
Working in partnership with UZURV, TD
Tampa Bay meets a long identified need:
providing county-to-county transportation
to those who need it most, those who are transportation
disadvantaged because of age, income, or disability.

Our work in 2019 to
add new staff, improve
our ﬁnances, and
focus our purpose,
fortiﬁed TBARTA
for the pandemic’s
challenges.

The pages ahead provide a synopsis of our 2020 work,
including a major achievement: the adoption of Envision
2030, Tampa Bay’s first Regional Transit Development
Plan (RTDP). Envision 2030 is more than just a blueprint
of TBARTA’s potential for regional transit planning
and operations. It also demonstrates our commitment
to collaborate with our core partners - FDOT, county
government, MPOs, and transit authorities – to support
local objectives while simultaneously adding regional
value through new funding that will enhance and expand
our transit network.

None of this would be possible without the ongoing
support of TBARTA’s Governing Board. They are local
leaders, many of whom faced unprecedented challenges
as the pandemic grew, who nonetheless also persevered
in advancing TBARTA’s ongoing work to bring worldclass transit to Hernando, Hillsborough, Manatee, Pasco,
and Pinellas counties. We extend our thanks for their
dedication and leadership.
Sincerely,

David Green
Executive Director
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TBARTA

Tampa Bay Area Regional Transit
Authority (TBARTA) works to advance
regional transportation needs in
Hernando, Hillsborough, Manatee,
Pasco and Pinellas counties.

MISSION AND
STRATEGIC
ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Our vision is a world-class transit
system that connects and moves the
Tampa Bay region.

2020 HIGHLIGHTS AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS
JANUARY
Board approves 2-year lease with FDOT at CentrePointe
office building in Westshore, saving more than
$100,000 annually on rent.
Air taxi resolution adopted, reinforcing plans for
cooperation with the Hillsborough County Aviation
Authority on air taxi development.
TBARTA named one of 2020’s Best Workplaces
for Commuters for offering exceptional commuter
benefits.
FEBRUARY
Commuter Services division rebranded Commute
Tampa Bay, with new programs to incentivize commute
alternatives.
Commute Tampa Bay implements new ride match
platform, Agile Mile, and updates Emergency Ride
Home Program.
Partnered with PSTA on bus-on-shoulder pilot project.
MARCH
Regional Rapid Transit station planning charettes held
to engage the public on development of I-275 Bus
Rapid Transit Project.
Governor DeSantis issues executive order suspending
physical quorum requirements for public meetings.
TBARTA initiates virtual Board and Committee
meetings utilizing Zoom.
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APRIL
Board accepts $870,000 in FDOT grant funding to
continue the District 7 Commuter Assistance Program.
Draft Executive Summary of Envision 2030 plan
presented to TBARTA Board, including a Regional
Transit Vision Network.
MAY
TBARTA Board receives briefing on Innovative Transit
Technology Feasibility Study, which focuses on Urban
Aerial Gondolas (cable propelled transit), Air Taxis
(urban air mobility) and Hyperloop.
TBARTA secures line of credit, ensuring timely
payments while grant invoices are being processed.
Commute Tampa Bay launches Caring Commutes
program, with 20,000 meals donated to Feeding
Tampa Bay.
JUNE
TBARTA Board adopts Envision 2030, Tampa Bay’s
first Regional Transit Development Plan.
Federal Transit Administration (FTA) approves TBARTA
as a New Recipient for future grant funding.
TBARTA Board votes to approve three route alternatives
for further study as part of the Regional Rapid Transit
Project.

Commuter services extended to Manatee County, as
collaboration agreement with FDOT Districts 1 and 7
is finalized.
Completed federally
Management Plan.

mandated

Transit

Asset

TBARTA offices relocated to CentrePointe building at
5100 West Lemon Street, Tampa.

JULY
$2.2 million CARES Act grant secured, ensuring
immediate financial stability.
Innovative Transit Technology Study findings
presented; Board directs staff to pursue aerial gondola
and air taxi projects.
German Air Taxi company Lilium makes first U.S.
presentation to TBARTA, with the Board voting
to continue dialogue to explore potential air taxi
development in Tampa Bay.
Public Transportation Agency Safety Plan, including
Safety Management System, approved, as required by
the FTA.
AUGUST
Board approves $6.6 million budget for fiscal year
beginning October 1, 2020.
Resolution supporting Manatee County Area Transit
Route 99 Service Development Grant approved.
New Procurement & Grants Manager position is filled
with a key focus on federal and state compliance.
SEPTEMBER
TBARTA enters a reciprocal services agreement with
PSTA.

OCTOBER
Board approves agreement with UZURV to support
proposed regional transportation disadvantaged service.
Regional Rapid Transit parking projections announced for
13 proposed station locations, with total spaces far fewer
than initially anticipated upon project launch.
TBARTA
meeting
practices
modernized
with
implementation of Municode agenda management
system.
TBARTA launches the Podcast “On the Go!” providing
a new forum to discuss and explore transportation
initiatives across Tampa Bay.
Envision 2030 honored with three awards: Award of
Excellence in Public Participation and Award of Merit
in Planning from Hillsborough City-County Planning
Commission, and First Place Marketing Award from
Florida Public Transportation Association (FPTA).
NOVEMBER
Following state guidance, TBARTA resumes in-person
meetings while implementing safety and social
distancing procedures to ensure public safety.
Innovative Transit Technology presentations continue
with updates from Wisk Aero (air taxis) and Leitner
Poma (aerial gondolas).
Title VI Plan updated.
DECEMBER
In partnership with UZURV, TD Tampa Bay is launched,
providing new regional transportation service to those
who qualify because of age, income, or disability.
Advanced Air Mobility webinar conducted in
partnership with the Community Air Mobility Initiative.

Board officers elected, with Board voting unanimously
to retain Jim Holton as Chair and Commissioner Janet
Long as Secretary/Treasurer. Rich McClain is voted in
as the new Vice Chair.
Hyperloop Transportation Technologies makes
presentation on future transit technology that can
travel at speeds up to 760 miles per hour.
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TBARTA MADE HISTORY THIS YEAR WITH ENVISION 2030, TAMPA BAY’S FIRST
REGIONAL TRANSIT DEVELOPMENT PLAN (RTDP)
The process began three years earlier. During the 2017
Florida Legislative session, the Tampa Bay Area Regional
Transit Authority underwent changes to its name and
organization as part of Senate Bill (SB) 1672, known as
the “TBARTA Act.” The updates changed the name and
focus of the agency from the Tampa Bay Area Regional
Transportation Authority and reduced membership from
seven counties to five: Hernando, Hillsborough, Manatee,
Pasco and Pinellas. Development of a Regional Transit
Development Plan that would define specific roles and
activity for TBARTA was also required.

In June 2020, the TBARTA Board gave final approval to
the Envision 2030 plan. But adoption of the RTDP is not
the end of the process. Instead, it marks an important

beginning. The plan foresees the opportunity that
future coordination between TBARTA and its partners,
which include FDOT, county commissions, MPOs, and
local transit agencies, can bring to the transit mission.
TBARTA can further collective transportation objectives
by supporting the funding and implementation of
regionally significant local services and projects, while
also introducing new service to enhance regional
connections. Envision 2030 provides the path forward
to that progress, providing recommendations and
identifying opportunities that will improve the quality
of life for residents, workers, and visitors across our
five-county region through planning, development, and
operation of regional transit.

At the core of Envision 2030 is recognition of
the benefits regional transit can provide to each
county in our region:
Connecting Destinations
Stimulating Economic Development
Increasing Access to Jobs
Attracting More Business and Talent
Providing More Mobility Options
Enhancing Quality of Life
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PEER REGIONAL AGENCY ASSESSMENT
Fundamental to the Envision 2030 process was close
examination of similar regions. What can we learn from
other communities in the United States that have paved
the way to economic prosperity through development of
robust and impactful regional transit systems? Envision
2030 asked how other major metropolitan areas manage
regional transit, did it lead to economic growth, and what
lessons can Tampa Bay learn from those experiences?

To answer those questions, Envision 2030 conducted a
Peer Regional Agency Assessment of 6 major metropolitan
areas:
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Complete Peer Agency analysis can be found in Section 4 of the Envision 2030 Plan, posted at TBARTA.com/Envision2030
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ENVISION 2030 FOUND
OPPORTUNITIES FOR TBARTA TO
PROVIDE REGIONAL TRANSIT VALUE
IN FOUR AREAS:
PLANNING

OPERATIONS

Including

Including

• Lead regional transit planning for the fivecounty area

• Support improvements to high priority
existing regional services operated by
local transit agencies

• Expand planning responsibilities as our role
in regional transit operations expands

• Expand regional commuter services

FUNDING

BRANDING

Including

Including

• Identify dedicated and sustainable funding
sources

• Pursue seamless regional travel from the
customer’s perspective

• Define TBARTA’s value to each county

• Pursue co-branding of regional services in
the near-term, with a unified transit brand
as a long-term goal

Awards of
Recognition
for

Envision 2030

AWARD OF EXCELLENCE
Hillsborough City-County Planning Commission:
Public Participation
“The Envision 2030 team produced a
Regional Transit Development Plan that
represents the voice of the community.”
- Judges’ comments

FIRST PLACE

Florida Public Transportation Association:
Marketing
7
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AWARD OF MERIT
Hillsborough City-County Planning Commission:
Planning
“Envision 2030 incorporates a mix of
traditional transit coupled with innovative
and environmentally sustainable transit
technologies that will drive Tampa Bay
forward in future decades.”
- Judges’ comments
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REGIONAL
TRANSIT
FUTURE
Regional Rapid Transit, or RRT, is the
concept developed during the Regional
Transit Feasibility Plan (RTFP), which
identified a bus rapid transit (BRT) project
along I-275 connecting Downtown St.
Petersburg, the Gateway area, Westshore,
Downtown Tampa, the USF area, and
Wesley Chapel. The purpose is to provide
modern regional mobility that is quick, safe,
reliable and frequent.

THE PROJECT DEVELOPMENT AND ENVIRONMENTAL
(PD&E) STUDY FOR THE RRT BEGAN IN 2019. SEVERAL
IMPORTANT ACTIVITIES WERE COMPLETED IN 2020,
AND ANOTHER MILESTONE IN THE STUDY WAS
REACHED. AMONG THE HIGHLIGHTS:

March: Prior to meeting restrictions made
necessary

because

of

COVID

health

concerns, station design charrettes are held
in Hillsborough, Pasco, and Pinellas Counties

Artist depiction

to solicit public input on the
station

typology,

potential

station locations, and desired
station features. After COVID
restrictions

limited

public

June: Milestone 2 in the study is reached;

interaction, an additional online

the Board approves advancing 3 of the 5

charrette was offered in June

design alternatives for further design and

and July.
May: Estimated capital costs and
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environmental analysis.

performance of the five design

October: Potential station parcels, sample

alternatives are presented to the

station design concepts, and RRT parking

Board.

needs are presented to the Board.

In June, the TBARTA Board approved 3 of 5 alternative designs for
further study and consideration, with a single design alternative
to be selected for the project in 2021.

1

The RRT Project timeline
shows the PD&E Study
that began in 2019 will be
completed by mid-2021.
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This artist’s rendering is one of
several possible station designs
under consideration for the RRT route.
Station designs will differ at each stop,
with size and amenities customized to
the needs of each neighborhood.

4

Design

NEPA/30% Design

5

FTA
Application

FTA Submittal

NEPA Outreach

The focus in 2021 will be on completing the

Because construction of the RRT is closely

PD&E Study, which is expected to conclude in

tied to the construction schedule of FDOT’s

the summer. In early 2021, the RRT team will

TBNext Program, the RRT team will work

seek Board approval of the Locally Preferred

closely with FDOT and FTA in 2021 to

Alternative (LPA) that will be carried through

determine the best time to request entry into

30% design as well as the environmental

the FTA Capital Investment Grant Program.

review that is required under the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA).
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INNOVATIVE
TRANSIT
TECHNOLOGY
TBARTA’S ROLE IN LEADING FLORIDA’S TRANSIT FUTURE

In 2019, the Florida
Legislature selected TBARTA
to take a leading role in
evaluating future transit
technology and appropriated
$1 million specifically for
the study and development
of innovative transit
opportunities.
In 2020, TBARTA advanced
this mission by conducting the
Innovative Transit Technology
(ITT) Feasibility Study. This
study provided a highlevel examination of three
technologies:

The study, which concluded
in July, examined the state
of development of each
technology, the current
regulatory environment,
and potential corridors. The
hyperloop portion of the study
focused on applicability to the
entire state of Florida, while
air taxi and aerial gondola
feasibility focused on Tampa
Bay’s regional opportunities.
The study reached the
following conclusions and
recommendations:
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HYPERLOOP - An experimental form
of transportation involving a floating
pod that travels inside a low-pressure
tube, in theory, up to and exceeding
700 miles per hour.
AIR TAXIS - An on-demand, pointto-point travel system between small
regional and general aviation airports.
The concept was initially tested by
NASA in 2001.
AERIAL GONDOLAS - Aerial gondolas
are used internationally, but with only
two urban operations currently in the
U.S.: the Roosevelt Island Tramway
in New York, and the Portland Aerial
Tram in Oregon.

Hyperloop: Much work remains to test and certify this technology. The federal
agency that will have oversight of hyperloop is still to be determined. Because
hyperloop is intended to connect cities in the 200-to-500-mile range, the study
recommended the creation of a statewide steering committee led by the Florida
Department of Transportation to examine best corridors.
Air Taxis: Piloted demonstrations of air taxi service in the U.S. are expected
by 2025. It is uncertain the specific role TBARTA should play in the urban air
mobility realm. In the meantime, the study recommended that TBARTA invite
air taxi developers to present at Board meetings and collaborate with NASA on
their development of a vertiport simulation model.
Aerial Gondolas: Urban aerial gondolas operate in several cities worldwide,
most notably in South America. The Federal Transit Administration recognizes
gondolas as a form of mass transit. The study recommended that TBARTA
examine if there is municipal interest in pursuing a gondola project in one or
more corridors.

COLLABORATION WITH NASA
NASA is funding research on a regional
model that identifies and ranks potential
locations for air taxi vertiports, partnering
with local governments and public agencies to
customize the model for local areas.
TBARTA and the Hillsborough Metropolitan
Planning Organization have been working with
NASA to customize the model to Hillsborough
County. Local governments and agencies
collaborate with NASA by providing the needed
geographic information system (GIS) data to
enter into the model and by providing local input
regarding how the data layers are weighted. The
work is expected to conclude in late spring 2021.
When completed, NASA will provide the model
to the MPO for use in their own planning efforts.
If successful and of interest, the model could
be expanded to other counties within TBARTA’s
5-county service area.

COLLABORATION WITH LILIUM
In July, Lilium Air Taxi made a presentation to the
TBARTA Board, outlining plans to be registered as a
regular airline with certified CPL (Commercial Pilot
License) pilots. The current Lilium Jet is a low-noise,
low-emission, fully electric five-passenger aircraft with a
185-mile range per battery charge. Lilium anticipates the
capability to provide a trip from Tampa to St. Petersburg in
8 minutes at a cost between $60 and $90, with that price
expected to decrease over time. The Board unanimously
voted for more dialogue with Lilium to further explore the
possibility of introducing air taxi service in Tampa Bay.

AERIAL GONDOLA STUDY
After the ITT Study was completed in July, the TBARTA Board
directed staff to work with Forward Pinellas and explore
possible interest in studying a particular corridor(s) for an
urban aerial gondola project.
In fall 2020, TBARTA and Forward Pinellas met with staff from
the cities of St. Petersburg and Clearwater as well as two local
chambers of commerce. It was determined that there is interest
in studying at least two potential corridors, one connecting
Downtown Clearwater with Clearwater Beach, and another
connecting Tropicana Field with the new St. Pete Pier. In late
2020, TBARTA and Forward Pinellas developed a draft scope of
work for the study and anticipate issuing a Request for Proposals
(RFP) in early 2021.
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TD TAMPA BAY
On December 1, TBARTA launched a new transportation
program to serve our residents with the greatest mobility
needs: those who are transportation disadvantaged. TD
Tampa Bay provides regional mobility that improves
access to employment, job training, health care, and
social activities.

County-based service provided by CTCs remains
participants’ primary transportation option. TD Tampa
Bay is designed to fill the gaps, through transportation
that is otherwise not available. That includes trips that
cross from one TBARTA county to another, as well as on
weekends and evenings when CTCs are not operating.

In partnership with UZURV, an experienced adaptive
transportation provider, and in conjunction with each
county’s Community Transportation Coordinator
(CTC), TD Tampa Bay provides new county-to-county
transportation options to those who qualify as
transportation disadvantaged because of age, income,
or disability. These regional services have long been
identified as lacking in the TBARTA area. The program
is made possible through an Innovation Service and
Development Grant Award by the Florida Commission
for the Transportation Disadvantaged (CTD) and is
scheduled for renewal in 2021.

TD Tampa Bay’s on-demand and scheduled ambulatory
and wheelchair accessible rides are provided 7 days a
week. Transportation is direct, non-stop, and door-todoor provided by credentialed drivers who meet the FTA
Drug and Alcohol testing requirements, pass background
checks, and have a safe driving history. Trip data is
being measured and provided to the Center for Urban
Transportation Research (CUTR) at the University of
South Florida for independent analysis and assessment.
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• Social: 46%
• Medical Appointments: 30%
• Employment: 24%

• Ambulatory: 79%
• Wheelchair: 21%

Powered by
UZURV

COMMUTE
TAMPA BAY

In 2020, Commute Tampa Bay adjusted to meet the
challenges of the COVID-19 pandemic. The program
has long promoted vanpools, carpools, public transit,
biking, and walking as commute alternatives, and
continues to do so. But as more and more people
began working from home, the preferred alternative
became telework.
Commute Tampa Bay hosted a series of webinars
providing the best work-at-home practices for both
workers and employers. Working with our partner,
Commute with Enterprise, new safety procedures
were put in place for our vanpool participants. For
those who continued to rely on public transit, a new
“Coronavirus Information for Commuters” section
was posted to the Commute Tampa Bay webpage
providing the latest on changing transit schedules
and safety measures.
As the pandemic evolves in 2021, Commute Tampa
Bay will continue adapting to provide local workers
with timely information and services. That includes
those who work from home, those who are resuming
their daily commute, and those who are combining
both approaches as part of their new work routine.

2020 COMMUTE TAMPA BAY HIGHLIGHTS
FEBRUARY: TBARTA’s Commuter Services is
rebranded “Commute Tampa Bay,” with a new app
and website provided as a one-stop resource to help
Tampa Bay improve its commute.
MARCH: 10 Golden Rules for Teleworkers released as
the COVID-19 crisis unfolds and Tampa Bay begins
working from home. Updated transit information
posted online.
APRIL: Telework webinar series in response to
COVID-19 emergency is produced in conjunction
with FDOT D1’s Commute Connector and FDOT D5’s
reThink Your Commute.
MAY: Commute Tampa Bay provides 20,000 free
meals to Feeding Tampa Bay, as teleworkers help feed
the hungry through “Caring Commutes” promotion.
OCTOBER: Commute alternatives promoted during
FDOT’s Mobility Week through Commute Tampa
Bay’s virtual exhibition booth.
NOVEMBER: Ken Boden, Transit Demand Manager
in Denver, joins as TBARTA’s new Manager of
Commuter Services.
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CONNECTING
WITH YOU
NEWSLETTER
TBARTA’s “On the Go!” weekly newsletter keeps subscribers
up to date on industry and TBARTA news as well as other
transit developments throughout the region.
PODCAST
Launched in October, the “On the Go!” podcast provides
in-depth discussion with transit and transportation
newsmakers on projects that keep Tampa Bay moving.
Available on multiple platforms, including iTunes and
Google Podcasts.
WEBSITE
TBARTA.com
SOCIAL MEDIA
Facebook: @TBARTA.TampaBay
Twitter: @TBARTA
LinkedIn: TBARTA
YouTube: TBARTA

CONNECT WITH TBARTA
5100 Lemon Street, Suite 209
Ta m p a , F L 3 3 6 0 9

